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1 
This invention relates to methods off-reclaim 

ingw detergent solutions,‘ and“ particularly to the 
problem“ of" reclaiming -such»s0lutions" th'at-iihaver 
been 1 used under conditions» which produce ‘large 
volumes of'foam. Forexample, foaming occurs 
when? a» detergent solution * is ~ forcibly‘ employed 
forr‘cleansingeoperations, especially when the so 
lution is: forcibly: projected from ' nozzles In 
some- cases-v the» foaming: is- materially‘ increased» 
by; theI-presenceof paper; glue, etc. 

Arrobjectofftheinvention is tor-provide ‘ av com- " 

mercially desirable method i whereby foam: bub-i 
bles arerconverted into‘ free liquid vwhile alstream 
of "i the =usedf foamy‘ detergent ‘ solution is‘ ‘ flowing 
through‘ a simplereclaiming station; 

further 'ohject‘ is\'- to " produce a continuous > 
processrofi'thisikind whereinsolid foreign matter“ 
is removed‘ from“ the solution during“ the ~ step of ' 
converting foam into ‘free liquid: 
Anvold probl‘em this‘ art1 appears’ intthe ‘dis-e 

posal oflifoamy caustic solutionsi?owing from an‘ 
elaborate cleansing system wherein» numerous 
small? streams; of caustic‘ solution“ are‘ forcibly 
projectedionto~travelingibottles;l or other articles; 
sov-aset'o remove-:labelshand‘ otherwiselcleanse the ~ 

Sol-utionsroffthis~>kind will‘ foam in re'-~ 
sponse \to' agitationaso ‘the forcible‘ streams alone 
will'1 result‘: in’ very-:- violentI foaming, which- is in-~ 
creased-r by» subsequent; splashing: of? the‘ falling- 

articles. 

liquid; ‘ andlalso “by/the presence of‘ glue (and paper 
int-the lab‘els'ilforcihly removed’ifrom thert'raveling 
articles; 

intar- continuous heterogeneous stream; 
A1 speci?c obj ect' of the present invention; is to“ 

immediately subject the ‘foamystream to a- con 
tinuous. reclaiming operation while it falling 
from a cleansing zone~,lthereby eliminatingasome‘ 
of the‘ prob'lemsrinvolved in handling and storing, 
or otherwise disposingsof‘the- large'lfrothy mix 
ture. The mass of foam and solid foreign ma 
teriaii the-1 falling stream is preferably inter- 
rupted, while/:liquidiportionsofithewstream freely 
descend toa pool of the recovered solution. The 
interrupted ingredients are‘ subjected to vibra 
tions" wherebyj interrupted foam“ bubbles are" 
broken, or mergedwintoeach other and converted 
into'free' liquid; which“ descends with said ‘liquid 
portions of 'the1 falling, stream; while the 1 inter-‘ 
rupted solid foreigntmaterial travels away from 
the liquid stream. 
In this-“manner; >the~very~ large froth'yrmass is 

immediately“ converted“ into i a relativelyil small 

Iiiactual-lcommercial' practice, the ire‘ 
sultantfusedisolution‘ 'isla voluminous frothy- mass» 
containingi solidi foreign material such as! paper 
labels;- or- fragments offlab‘els; brokemglass; and 
othen'solidgiparticles, all'ioff‘which are discharged" 

‘ 2; ‘ 

stream ‘of llrecl'aimedlsolution that! can “ beireadi‘lye 
delivered“ to~ a storage‘ receptacle, whilew solid? 
foreign - matter- is withdrawn and ' separatedi-from'i 
the falling liquid-solution; > 
With the 1 foregoing and other- objects- in- ' view," 

" the invention comprises thetno‘vel‘ methodrheree» 
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in speci?cally shown ~- and‘ described‘ to-seti forthli 
one-‘form of the invention. However, itl-iswtoibei 

understood -'1 that ‘ thescope- ‘ of‘ the- invention tends‘ to variationsand modi?cations more broad; ‘ 

1y described-in‘ the claims¢hereunto \appendedi 
Fig-iv l‘is-a diagrammatical :vertical‘section of ant 

apparatus adapted forruse'vini- carrying-:- out the‘ 
new-method‘. 

Fig: 21 is a‘: top '» View of"? the ‘vibratory-1 screen-r“ 
shown‘ iniFig; 1T. ‘ 

Briefly stated; a ‘frothy = stream of used1 deter- 
gent solution is! direotedli downwardly‘ from? a: 
cleansing zone to“ the ‘top surface of screen» 
thereby interrupting a» mass of i‘ foam? and. solidi‘: 
foreign- mater-ial at the» screen; while‘ allowing 
liquid portions of "the falling stream to ifreelyrde'? 
scenzithrough the-screen; Thisescreen iscsuba 
jected-toa-‘rapid vibr-atoryrmotion, which isrima.» 
parted to the interrupted mass: of foam; with> 
theresult ofibreaking ‘the yieldable'body'of foam 
and causing» foam bubbles to merge into each > 
other; thereby converting-1 foam. into. free liquid; 
which readil'ylfalls- through ‘the: screen. Theivin'e" 
terrupted solidi foreign ‘i material is also‘ subjected 
to vibrationsiof the‘screen, whichcause this solid 
material to‘ travel, awaysfrom thevibratingmasa 
of“ interruptedifoam,» andilth‘ereby separate frame-lv 
the falling stream of "reclaimed-i solution; 
To illustrate a» simple» apparatus: we‘ have; 

shown a screen 3 provided with a frame including: 
side wall members» ?it and ‘ an‘ endiwall member: 5. 
This screen i is“ yieldahly - supported, by a, pair: of?" 
elongatedileaf;springs 6, each having a middle; 
portion ‘rigidly secured to» a- stationarylsbracket ‘I; 
and free upper: end" portions 8? attached ‘tonnes 
of- the side wall‘memhers However, the screen; 
can be; yieldably» supported: and vibrated in. any‘ 
suitablermanner.‘ 

A's a-simple means :for impartingsairapid ‘vibrant: 
tory motion to the screen, we have shown aa-tuav 
bul‘an housing» 9*- located5 above the screen and 
having: its; ends 1 rigidly secured ‘a to Y the?» sideswalliv 
members. This housing contains :a': rotary; shafts’ 
having'an eccentric: portion Illiforming; an une 
balanced weight and trunnions l l extending from; 
said? weight, said" trunnions : being: supportedr in 
suitable bearings at‘ end? portions :of: the: housing 
9. A-> driving pulley! 2 ins-secured?toioneroff‘thesw 
trunnions-il Hf t‘o-‘providefor rotation‘ of? the ec'a 
centric=weights ‘ 
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It will be observed that the housing 9 and its 
eccentric shaft are supported by the side wall 
members 4 of the screen frame which rest upon 
the free upper ends of the springs 6. As a con 
sequence, the screen will vibrate in response to 
rotary movements of the eccentric weight 10, 
which whirls around the axis of the trunnions ll 
without touching the housing 9. Extremely rapid 
vibrations can be produced by turning the ec 
centric shaft at high speeds, so as to rapidly vi 
brate the screen in more or less circular cycles. 
For example, a speed of about 2000 revolutions 
per minute will produce effective rapid vibra 
tions, but any other desirable high speed can 
be employed. 
The drawings illustrate a system wherein the 

new method has been very advantageously used 
on a large commercial scale to recover caustic 
solution while it is falling from a cleansing zone. 
Numerous streams of the solution are discharged 
onto and into traveling bottles at the cleansing 
zone, so as to remove labels, glue, etc. As previ 
ously indicated, extremely violent foaming oc 
curs at the numerous streams which forcibly 
contact with the bottles and splash onto por 
tions of the bottle carriers, and ?nally fall with 
additional splashing to a large discharge open 
ing. The foaming is increased by the presence 
of paper and glue in the violently agitated solu 
tion, so the outgoing stream is a voluminous 
frothy mass, that has been difficult to control 
after it leaves the cleansing zone. 
Instead of trying to transmit the ingredients 

of this continuous stream to storage, we cause 
the falling mixture to drop through a large spout 
I3 to an end portion of the vibrating screen 3. 
The free liquid portions of the solution readily 
descend through the screen, but the mass of foam 
is interrupted at the screen where it is con?ned 
by the side and end walls 4 and 5 of the screen 
frame. The additional free liquid resulting from 
vibration of the foam bubbles, will readily 
descend through the screen and form part of 
the reclaimed solution. 
As a detail of the new method, we maintain 

a pool M of reclaimed solution in a plane lower 
than the vibrating screen 3, and we preferably 
direct the recovered solution falling from the 
screen through a slightly inclined elongated 
downward course, at a relatively low velocity, 
along the baffle plates I5 and IE, to the top sur 
face of the pool l4, so as to avoid excessive agi 
tation of the recovered solution. This tends to 
increase the yield of liquid in the reclaimed solu 
tion. 
Furthermore, our reclaiming operations can be 

performed while the continuous stream is de 
scending by gravity from a cleansing zone, with 
out using pumps or other mechanical trans 
ferring devices that would forcibly agitate the 
solution and thereby cause additional foaming. 
The new process very conveniently eliminates 
large volumes of foam and greatly reduces the 
problem of handling and reclaiming the bulky 
stream. 
The interrupted mixture of paper and other 

solid foreign material travels along the vibrating 
screen to the open end I‘! of the screen frame, 
where it is separately discharged from the sys 
tem. ' 

Important commercial advantages of the new 
method appear in the simplicity and low cost of 
the reclaiming operations, ‘and also in the real 
value of conveniently reducing the voluminous 
frothy mixture while the used solution is falling 
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4 
from a cleansing zone to a pool of recovered solu 
tion. 
An example of a detergent solution actually 

used in the removal of labels, etc. from traveling 
bottles, consists of a 4% solution of sodium hy 
droxide, known as a caustic solution, which may 
be modi?ed by the addition of sodium carbonate, 
trisodium phosphate as well as other organic or 
inorganic agents tending to increase the de 
tergent powers of the solution. However, it is 
to be understood that advantages of the inven 
tion can be obtained in the reclaiming of other 
detergent solutions which produce large volumes 
of foam in response to violent agitation in a 
cleansing zone. The strokes of the rapid vibra 
tions of the screen are very short, and may be 
about 312' of an inch, or even less. A screen 
having a mesh between 12 and 20 per inch is 
satisfactory. 
We claim: 
1. The method of reclaiming the liquids held 

in a bubble-like suspension of a frothy mass in 
caustic solution, containing paper and other solid 
materials, which comprises directing all of the 
liquid, frothy mass of suspended liquid and solid 
‘material in a free falling stream, interrupting 
the solids and frothy mass of the stream while 
allowing the liquid portions of the stream to 
pass on in the same direction as the free falling 
stream, breaking down the interrupted frothy 
mass to separate the liquid portion from the 
solids and release the air and other gases en 
trapped therein and simultaneously progressively 
displacing the interrupted solids from the free 
falling stream, collecting below the point of in 
terruption of the solids and frothy mass the 
liquid portions of the stream, including the sepa 
rated liquid portion of the frothy mass, and di 
recting the collected liquid into a pool at a rela 
tively low velocity to avoid frothing of the re- > 
claimed solution. 

2. The method of reclaiming the liquids held 
in a bubble-like suspension of a frothy mass in 
a caustic solution, containing paper and other 
solid materials, which comprises directing all of 
the liquid, frothy mass of suspended liquid and 
solid material in a free falling stream, inter 
rupting the solids and frothy mass of the stream 
while allowing the liquid portions of the stream 
to pass on in the same direction as the free 
falling stream, vibrating the interrupted frothy 
mass and solids to displace the solids from the 
stream and simultaneously convert the frothy 
mass to free liquid, collecting below the level at ' 
which interruption occurs only the liquid por 
tions of the stream, including the separated 
liquid portion of the frothy mass, and running 
off the collecting liquid into a pool at a rela 
tively low velocity to avoid frothing of the re 
claimed solution in the pool. . 

FREDERICK W. WEI-INIILLER. 
WILLIAM J. NEKOLA. 
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